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EXPERIENCE
1986 – 2017

PROJECT MANAGER

SUMMARY

First Eastren Mortgage — Haverhill, MA
Eliminated project lags by inspecting work-in-progress to ensure
compliance and top quality control
Improved advertising initiatives by executing social media and
digital marketing campaigns
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to draft project
schedules and plans
Aligned project specifications, schedules and phase deliverables
across all teams, members and external parties to ensure
conformance with user needs and client requirements
Reviewed contractor scope, material estimates and pricing
takeoffs to optimize competitive bidding processes
Defined project plans and timelines, managed workflow and
personnel and achieved completion deadlines on or before
schedule

I have worked in Mortgage business for Years at
First Eastern Mortgage! After many years I look
forward to Employment once again after some,
thirty years in business. The owner had recently
passed on. Hoping to regain my niche as
expeditiously as possible Randolph savings' had
hired me in purchasing of First Eastern Mortgage?
Awhile keeping me employed for the following
year seeking out the same I hope to be in
Purchasing again. {Delightful} Company new
people to meet will be? Personified ideas' of
future's, and well being have derived my day
again. Exciting to part take out here, and find new

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

energetic company. I hope I will find new
beginnings with you , and your organization.

Some College (No Degree) :
Business University Massachusettes Lowell — Lowell

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

SKILLS

Reduced annual operating costs by $50 much a year by implementing three principles

 Relationship building

Secured more than scores of bids quoted, resulting in a 100% increase in company revenue

 Organized

 Purchasing and procurement

OBJECTIVES
The Clearest of objective rational is getting back out their? Attending work fairs, to obtain going
back out there is as intuitive as it had ever been seizing a future! While Delightful is an easy thing to
fix be a part of meeting new people is always easy. Looking forward to meeting new interesting
people is collectively a part of my schedule again. Bring something to the team have fun, and do a
good Job (purchasing)

REFERENCES
 Debra Esi (978) 749 3100
 Bob Roger (978) 749 3100

CHARITIES
I have been delightfully impelled to work for many charities over the years Toys for Totes, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, Catholic charities, Different Children's Charities, Canned food drive, Secret Santa,
Lazeroues House. Awhile the experiences were rewarding, challenging, and Coloring. The many
beautiful ideas of helping people

 Natural leader

